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three principles (responsibilities) of sustainability

are foundational to balance in any business model.
Many successful businesses still consider this a “triple
bottom line” approach to managing a business. These
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The answer is a resounding NOW! Every year, I observe
the same pain caused by late renewals. Contractors and
clients equally cause this pain when deciding to put oﬀ
the renewal process, sometimes until weeks, days and
even hours before the ﬁrst snowstorm.
As soon as the snow stops, we go into spring operations
and push all thoughts of snow aside; plus, we often think
our clients are not ready to think about next season.
While that may be true, others have changed their thinking and are ready right now. They are bidding out work,
particularly given recent snowier seasons in many markets and due to ﬁnancial constraints caused by Covid.
Problem: Clients are experiencing inﬂated costs and
service failures, straining relationships between contractors and clients.
Root Cause: Contractors are forced to scramble to pull
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“Cash is king, and proﬁt is paramount.” Having
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3. Social: Reputation risk management is best managed
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email him at psexton@witadvisers.com.
email Phill psexton@witadvisers.com.
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